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Abstract— The transmission range that achieves the most eco-
nomical use of energy in wireless ad hoc networks is studied for
uniformly distributed network nodes. By assuming the existence
of forwarding neighbors and the knowledge of their locations, the
average per-hop packet progress for a transmission range that
is universal for all nodes is derived. This progress is then used
to identify the optimal per-hop transmission range that gives the
maximal energy efficiency. Equipped with this analytical result,
the relation between the most energy-economical transmission
range and the node density, as well as the path loss exponent,
is numerically investigated. It is observed that when the path
loss exponent is high (such as four), the optimal transmission
ranges are almost identical over the range of node densitiesthat
we studied. However, when the path loss exponent is only two,
the optimal transmission range decreases noticeably as thenode
density increases. Simulation results also confirm the optimality
of the per-hop transmission range that we found analytically.

Index Terms— wireless ad hoc networks; energy efficiency;
optimal transmission range

I. I NTRODUCTION

The research on wireless ad hoc networks has experienced a
rapid growth over the last few years. Unique properties of ad
hoc networks, such as operation without pre-existing infras-
tructure, fast deployment, and self-configuration, make them
suitable for communication in tactical operations, searchand
rescue missions, and home networking. While most studies in
this area have concentrated on the design of routing protocols,
medium access control protocols, and security issues, we
investigate the efficiency of energy consumption in wireless
ad hoc networks in this work. Due to their portability and
fast-deployment in potentially harsh scenarios, nodes in ad hoc
networks are usually powered by batteries with finite capacity.
It is always desirable to extend the lifetime of ad hoc network
nodes without sacrificing their functionality. Thus, the study
of energy-efficient mechanisms is of importance.

In wireless ad hoc networks, energy consumption at each
node is mainly due to system operation, data processing,
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and wireless transmission and reception. While there are
studies on increasing battery capacity and reducing energy
consumption of system operation and data processing, energy
consumption economy of radio transceivers has not received
as much attention. Such a study is also quite essential for an
energy-efficient system design [1]. In some previous work, the
radio transmission range of nodes in wireless networks was
optimized based on local neighborhood information so that
desirable network topologies can be dynamically established
with less transmission interference [2]–[6]. In this work,the
radio transmission range is considered to be a static system
parameter that is determineda priori, i.e., during system
design, and used throughout the lifetime of a wireless ad hoc
network.

When two communicating nodes are not in range of each
other in wireless ad hoc networks, they need to rely on multi-
hop transmissions. In such a case, packet forwarding, or packet
routing, becomes imperative. The selected value of radio trans-
mission range considerably affects network topology and node
energy consumption. On the one hand, a large transmission
range increases the distance progress of data packets toward
their final destinations. This is unfortunately achieved atthe
expense of high energy consumption per transmission. On the
other hand, a short transmission range uses less energy to
forward packets to the next hop, but a large number of hops
are required for packets to reach their destinations. Thus,there
exists an optimum value of the radio transmission range.

There have been some publications [7]–[10] that concen-
trated on the optimization of radio transmission range in
wireless networks. In [7], the optimal transmission radii1

that maximize the expected packet progress in the desired
direction were determined for different transmission protocols
in a multi-hop packet radio network with randomly distributed
terminals. The optimal transmission radii were expressed in
terms of the number of terminals in range. It was found that
the optimal transmission radius for slotted ALOHA without
capture capability covers on an average eight nearest neigh-
bors in the direction of packet’s final destination. The study
concentrated on improving system throughput by limiting the
transmission interference in a wireless network with heavy
traffic load. Energy consumption, however, was not considered
in the paper. Similar assumptions were made in [8], which
further allowed all nodes to adjust their transmission radii
independently at any time. It was foundin [8] that a higher
throughput could be obtained by transmitting packets to the

1We use transmission “range” and “radius” interchangeably in our paper.
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nearest neighbor in the forward direction. In [9], the authors
evaluated the optimum transmission ranges in a packet radio
network in the presence of signal fading and shadowing. A
distributed position-basedself-reconfigurablenetwork protocol
that minimizes energy consumption was proposed in [10]. It
was shownin [10] that theproposed protocol canstay close
to the minimum energy solution when it is applied to mobile
networks.

The optimization of transmission range as a system de-
sign issue was studied in [11]. The wireless network was
assumed to have high node density, andto consistof nodes
with relatively low mobility and short transmission range.
As justified by the assumption of high node density, the
authors further assumed that intermediate routing nodes are
always available at the desired location whenever they are
needed. Considering nodes without power control capability,
the authors argued that the optimal transmission range can
be set at the system design stage. Specifically, they showed
that the optimal one-hop transmission progressive distance is
independent of the physical network topology, the number of
transmission sources, and the total transmission distance; and,
it only depends on the propagation environment and radio
transceiver device parameters.

A similar assumption was made in [12], even though the
node density was only considered for the energy consumption
of overhearing nodes. They investigated the problem of select-
ing an energy-efficient transmission power to minimize global
energy consumption for ad hoc networks. They concluded that
the average neighborhood size is a useful parameterin finding
the optimal balance point.

Reference [13] studied the optimal transmission radiusthat
minimizes the settling timefor flooding in large scale sensor
networks.In the paper, the settling time was evaluated at the
time when all the nodes in the network have forwarded the
flooded packet. Regional contention and contention delay were
then analyzed.

A bit-meter-per-joule metric for energy consumption in
wireless ad hoc sensor networks was investigated in [14].
The paper presented a system-level characterization of energy
consumption for sensor networks. This study assumed that the
sensor network has a relay architecture, and all the traffic is
sent from sensor nodes toward a distant base station. Also,
it was assumed that the source always chooses, among all
relay neighbors, the one that has the lowest bit-meter-per-joule
metric to relayits data packets. Inthe analysis, the power
efficiency metric in terms of average watt-per-meter for each
radio transmission was first calculated, and was then extended
to determine global energy consumption. The analysis showed
how the overall energy consumption varies with transceiver
characteristics, node density, data traffic distribution,and base-
station location.

In this work, we determine the optimal transmission range
that achieves the most economical use of energy under the
assumption of uniformly distributed network nodes. Assuming
the existence of forwarding neighbors and the knowledge of
their locations, we first derive the average per-hop packet
progress for a transmission range universal for all nodes,
and then use the result to determine the optimal per-hop

transmission range that gives the maximal energy efficiency.
The relationship between the most energy-economical per-
hop transmission range and the node density, as well as
the path loss exponent, is then numerically investigated. We
observed that the optimal transmission range varies markedly
in accordance with the node densities at low path loss exponent
values (such as two) but remains nearly constant at high path
loss exponent values (such as four). We also found that the
node density needs to be extremely high for the result of [11]
to be valid, and the optimal transmission radiusunderlow to
medium node densities isactually far away from the results
reported in [11].

Simulations were performed to investigate the applicability
of the optimal per-hop transmission range we derived to
the situation where the energy efficiency of theentire path
from the originating source node to the final destination is
considered. Results showed that the overall energy efficiency
almost peaks at the same transmission range as the per-hop
energy efficiency. In order to account for the situation that
forwarding neighbors may not exist, contrary to the assump-
tion made in our analysis, we have also simulated an extended
connectivity-guaranteedtransmission strategy that allows a
network node to increase its initially pre-set transmission
range until an appropriate forwarding neighbor appears. We
found that the optimal radii of the connectivity-guaranteed
transmission strategy, as well as the corresponding maximum
energy efficiency, are almost identical to those obtained from
the original strategy.

In summary,contrary to the dynamic transmission range
employedin [5], [8], and [10], our study determines a single
static optimalenergy-efficienttransmission range for all nodes
in the network. Compared with [11], our study does not
make the assumption that a relay node that is closest to the
destination can always be found; thus, the wireless networks
we study do not need to be highly dense. Compared with
[14], the network we consider does not have any base station
or common receiver, nor do we assume that the destination is
far away from the source.

Our paper is organized as follows.The analysis of the
single-hop energy-efficient radiusis presented in Section II.
Analytical and simulation results along with discussions are
provided in Section III.In Section IV, we propose an extended
connectivity-guaranteed transmission strategy and compare it
with our original strategy.Section V concludes our work.

II. A NALYSIS OF FIRST-HOP DISTANCE-ENERGY

EFFICIENCY

In this section, we analyze the distance-energy efficiency
for the first hop in a wireless ad hoc network with randomly
distributed nodes as we consider the snapshot at the time of
the first-hop transmission, even if a multi-hop transmission is
subsequently required for the packet to reach its ultimate des-
tination. Specifically, thefirst-hop distance-energy efficiency
is defined as the ratio ofthe average progressof a packet
during its first transmission and theenergy consumptionof that
transmission. As any intermediate relay transmission can be
viewed as a new first-hop transmission for the remaining route,
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the first-hop distance-energy efficiency should be consistent
with the overall distance-energy efficiency of the entire route in
a homogeneous environment. (This will be later substantiated
by simulations in Section III.)

A. Network Model and Transmission Strategy

Suppose that a source node,S, is located at the center of
a circle of radiusx, wherex is the largest possible distance
betweenS and any destination. In other words, the source
node will not send any packet to nodes outside the circle.
The destination nodeD, to whichS intends to transmit a data
packet, is assumed uniformly distributed over the entire circle.

Due to the limited radio range (or equivalently, limited
transmission energy), a packet from its originating sourcenode
to its destination node may need to be sequentially routed by
a certain number of intermediate nodes, which we term as
routers. It is assumed that all nodes, including the source node
and the intermediate nodes, employ a common transmission
radiusr. Consequently, direct transmission to the destination
occurs only when the destination node is within distancer
from the source node.

Any node within the transmission range of a node is called
its neighbor. We assume that each node knows the locations
of all its neighbors and the location of the destination node.2

Based on this assumption, a transmission strategy can be
designed as follows:

(i) The source nodeS transmits a packet to the destination
nodeD directly, if D is located within distancer from
S.

(ii) When the destination nodeD is outside the transmission
range of the source nodeS, the packet is sent to the
neighbor that is closer in distance to the destination node
D than the source nodeS, and that is closest to the
destinationD among all neighbors.

(iii) Since the source nodeS knows the locations of all
neighbor nodes and the destination node, it will not send
out the packet when there does not exist any neighbor
satisfying the condition in (ii), and will postpone the
transmission until such a neighbor appears.

As pointed out in [12], the selection of transmission radius
influences energy consumption and network connectivity. It
can be shown that the probability of having no forwarding
neighbor is usually negligibly small. Further discussionson
the connectivity issue will be provided in Section IV.

The probability thatn nodes appear in an area of sizeA is
given by (ρA)ne−ρA/n!, where ρ is the density parameter
for this two-dimensional Poisson point process [7].3 The
appearance of nodes in any two non-overlapping areas are
assumed independent.

2This can be achieved by measuring the strength of received signals from
neighboring nodes and by the use of locationing service suchas geographical
location service (GLS) [15] [16].

3Note that we have used the definition of node density as the average
number of nodes per unit area. An alternative definition is the number of
neighbors per node within its transmission radius. Since wefocus on the
network-wide average, these two definitions would lead to similar results.

The energy consumption corresponding to each transmission
can be formulated as [11]:

Et(r) = k1r
ω + k2 ,

where r is the radio transmission range,ω is the path loss
exponent, andk1 and k2 are parameters determined by the
characteristic of the transceiver design and the channel. Let
Er be the energy consumption of receiving, decoding, and
processing data packets at the receiver. Note thatEr does
not include the energy consumption of the overhearing nodes
in the neighborhood of the sender. Inclusion of such extra
energy consumption may affect transmission range optimiza-
tion. From the above formulations, we infer that thesingle-
transmission energy consumptionis given by Et(r) + Er.
Throughout this work, we do not count the extra energy
consumption due to packet retransmissions similar to [11] and
[14].

We next determinethe average progressof a transmitted
packet in a single hop.

B. Average Single-Transmission Progress

Denote the distance between the source nodeS and the
destination nodeD by v. Whenv ≤ r, direct transmission to
the destination nodeD can be attained; hence, the distance
progress of the transmitted packet to the destination nodeD
is v. In the situation wherev > r, the source node has to
locate an appropriate neighbor for subsequent packet routing.
In this case, we define thedistance progressas the difference
between the before-hop distance (between the sender and the
destination) and the after-hop distance (between the relaynode
and the destination) [14]. The distance progress toward the
destination nodeD is therefore equal to(v − z), wherez is
the distance between the first-hop routerT and the destination
nodeD (cf. Fig. 1).

T

S D
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a relaying node.

Denote byP the random variable corresponding to the
distance progress for a single transmission. LetV andZ be
respectively the random variables corresponding tov and z
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discussed above. Define a new random variableH as:

H =







1, if a neighbor satisfying (ii) in the transmission
strategy is available;

0, otherwise.

With the above notations, the problem of finding the average
single-transmission progress is equivalent to the derivation of
the expected value ofP , where

P =































V , if V ≤ r;
(cf. transmission strategy step (i))

V − Z, if V > r ∩ H = 1;
(cf. transmission strategy step (ii))

0, if V > r ∩ H = 0.
(cf. transmission strategy step (iii))

(1)

Note that, if (V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1) is false, no
transmission will take place according to transmission strategy
step (iii); hence, no energy is consumed, and the progress
is zero. It can, therefore, be easily verified thatE[P ] =
E[P |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)].

We now proceed to derive the expectation ofP given that
(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1) is true. Observe that:

Pr {P > p |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)}

=
Pr {(P > p) ∩ [(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)]}

Pr {(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)}

=
Pr

{(

P > p ∩ V ≤ r
)

∪
(

(P > p) ∩ (V > r ∩ H = 1)
)}

Pr {(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)}

=
Pr {P > p ∩ V ≤ r} + Pr {P > p ∩ V > r ∩ H = 1}

Pr {V ≤ r} + Pr {V > r ∩ H = 1}
,

where the last step follows from the fact that both the events
in the numerator and the denominator are mutually exclusive.
Substituting (1) into the above expression yields:

Pr{P > p |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)}

=
Pr{p < V ≤ r} + Pr {V − Z > p ∩ V > r ∩ H = 1}

Pr{V ≤ r} + Pr {V > r ∩ H = 1}
.(2)

The statistics specified in subsection II-A then immediately
implies:

Pr {p < V ≤ r} =
(r2 − p2)

x2
1{p < r}

and

Pr{V ≤ r} =
r2

x2
, (3)

where1{·} denotes the set indicator function andx represents
the largest possible distance between the source and any
destination. It remains to determinePr {V > r ∩ H = 1} and
Pr {V − Z > p ∩ V > r ∩ H = 1}.

Let ASD denote the area of the overlapping region between
the circle centered atS with radiusr and the circle centered at
D with radiusv, i.e., the shaded region in Fig. 1. We can divide
ASD into two regions by the circle centered atD with radius
z. The areas of these two regions are respectively denoted as

A1 andA2 as shown in Fig. 1. Then

Pr{V > r ∩ H = 1}

=

∫ x

0

Pr{V > r ∩ H = 1|V = v}dPV (v)

=

∫ x

r

Pr{at least one neighbor exists in areaASD}dPV (v) (4)

=

∫ x

r

(

1 − e−ρ ASD(v,r)
) 2v

x2
dv

=1 −
r2

x2
−

2

x2

∫ x

r

ve−ρASD(v,r)dv , (5)

where the lower integration limit isr in (4) because of the
condition ofV > r, PV (v) = Pr(V ≤ v), and

ASD(v, r) = r2 cos−1
( r

2v

)

+ v2 cos−1

(

1 −
r2

2v2

)

−
1

2
r
√

(2v + r)(2v − r) . (6)

This completes the determination ofPr{V > r ∩ H = 1}.
From Fig. 1, we have:

Pr{Z ≥ z ∩ H = 1|V = v}

=















Pr{H = 1|V = v}, if z ≤ v − r;
Pr{no neighbors inA1 and
at least one inA2}, if v − r < z < v;

0, if z ≥ v.

By the independence of node appearance in non-overlapping
regions, the above expression forv − r < z < v can be re-
written as:

Pr{Z ≥ z ∩ H = 1|V = v}

= Pr{no neighbors inA1} Pr{at least one inA2}

= e−ρA1(z,v,r)
(

1 − e−ρA2(z,v,r)
)

= e−ρA1(z,v,r) − e−ρASD(v,r) ,

where

A1(z, v, r)

=r2 cos−1

(

r2 + v2 − z2

2rv

)

+ z2 cos−1

(

z2 + v2 − r2

2vz

)

−
1

2

√

(r + v + z)(v + z − r)(r + v − z)(r + z − v) . (7)

Therefore,

Pr {Z < z ∩ H = 1|V = v}

= Pr {H = 1|V = v} − Pr {Z ≥ z ∩ H = 1|V = v}

=







0, if z ≤ v − r;

1 − e−ρA1(z,v,r), if v − r < z < v;
1 − e−ρASD(v,r), if z ≥ v,

(8)

where we have usedPr {H = 1|V = v} = 1 − e−ρASD(v,r)

in the above derivation.
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Using (8), we obtain:

Pr {V − Z > p ∩ V > r ∩ H = 1}

=

∫ x

r

Pr {Z < v − p ∩ H = 1|V = v} dPV (v)

=

∫ x

r

Pr {Z < v − p ∩ H = 1|V = v}
2v

x2
dv

=

(

1 −
r2

x2
−

2

x2

∫ x

r

ve−ρA1(v−p,p,r)dv

)

1{p < r} .(9)

This completes the determination of
Pr {V − Z > p ∩ V > r ∩ H = 1}.

Finally, substituting (3), (5), and (9) into (2), we obtain that
for p > 0,

Pr {P > p |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)}

=









x2 − p2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρA1(v−p,v,r)dv

x2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρ ASD(v,r)dv









1{p < r} .

The expected value ofP given the validity of(V ≤ r)∪(V >
r ∩ H = 1) is then equal to [17, Eq. (21.9)]:

E
[

P |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)
]

=

∫

∞

0

Pr {P > p |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)} dp

=
1

x2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρ ASD(v,r)dv

·

∫ r

0

[

x2 − p2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρA1(v−p,v,r)dv

]

dp

=

3x2r − r3 − 6

∫ r

0

∫ x

r

ve−ρA1(v−p,v,r)dvdp

3

(

x2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρ ASD(v,r)dv

) ,

and the single-transmission distance-energy efficiencye(r) is
given by:

e(r)

=
E

[

P |(V ≤ r) ∪ (V > r ∩ H = 1)
]

k1rω + k2 + Er

=

3x2r − r3 − 6

∫ r

0

∫ x

r

ve−ρA1(v−p,v,r)dvdp

3 (k1rω + k2 + Er)

(

x2 − 2

∫ x

r

ve−ρ ASD(v,r)dv

) .(10)

By re-formulating A1(z, v, r) = r2Ā1(z/r, v/r) and
ASD(v, r) = r2ĀSD(v/r), and definingz̄ = z/r and v̄ =
v/r, where

Ā1(z̄, v̄)

= cos−1

(

1 + v̄2 − z̄2

2v̄

)

+ z̄2 cos−1

(

z̄2 + v̄2 − 1

2v̄z̄

)

−
1

2

√

(1 + v̄ + z̄)(v̄ + z̄ − 1)(1 + v̄ − z̄)(1 + z̄ − v̄),(11)

and

ĀSD(v̄) = cos−1

(

1

2v̄

)

+ v̄2 cos−1

(

1 −
1

2v̄2

)

−
1

2

√

(2v̄ + 1)(2v̄ − 1) , (12)

we can simplify the single-transmission distance-energy effi-
ciencye(r) to:

e(r) =
r

3k1 (rω + k0)
·
g1(r)

g2(r)
, (13)

where
k0 = (k2 + Er)/k1 ,

g1(r) = 2 + 6

∫ 1

0

∫ x/r

1

v̄
(

1 − e−ρr2Ā1(v̄−p̄,v̄)
)

dv̄dp̄ ,

and

g2(r) = 1 + 2

∫ x/r

1

v̄
(

1 − e−ρr2 ĀSD(v̄)
)

dv̄ .

C. Optimum Transmission Radius in High Density Networks

In high density networks, i.e., whenρ is considerably large,
we can approximate

1 − e−ρr2Ā1(v̄−p̄,v̄) ≈ 1 and 1 − e−ρr2ĀSD(v̄) ≈ 1 ,

and obtain

g1(r)

g2(r)
≈

2 + 6

∫ 1

0

∫ x/r

1

v̄dv̄dp̄

1 + 2

∫ x/r

1

v̄dv̄

= 3 −
r2

x2
.

Therefore,

e(r) =
r

3k1(rω + k0)
·
g1(r)

g2(r)
≈

3x2r − r3

3k1x2(rω + k0)
,

which gives maximum value at some positiver satisfying

(ω − 3)rω+2 − 3(ω − 1)x2rω − 3k0r
2 + 3k0x

2 = 0 . (14)

For the special case ofω = 2, (14) reduces to

r4 + (3x2 + 3k0)r
2 − 3k0x

2 = 0 .

Thus, the optimalr for ω = 2 is equal to:
√

−(3x2 + 3k0) +
√

(3x2 + 3k0)2 + 12k0x2

2
.

We depict the optimal transmission range for high density
networks in Fig. 2 forx ranging from 40 to 200 m and
k0 = 222.56 m2.4 It can be observed from this figure that the
optimal transmission range goes from13.74 to 14.86 m while
x is changed from40 to 200 m. This suggests that under high
node density,x is not a dominant factor in the determination
of the optimal transmission range when the path loss exponent
ω is 2.

For an environment withω = 3, (14) becomes

2x2r3 + k0r
2 − k0x

2 = 0 .

4We have used the same parameter values as in [11].
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Fig. 2. Optimal transmission range of high density networks(path loss
exponentω = 2).

The real solutionr for the above equation is equal to:

−
k0

6x2
+

k2
0

6x2
(

−k3
0 + 54k0x6 + 6k0x3

√

81x6 − 3k2
0

)1/3

+

(

−k3
0 + 54k0x

6 + 6k0x
3
√

81x6 − 3k2
0

)1/3

6x2
.

Again, the optimal transmission range for high density net-
works atω = 3 is depicted in Fig. 3 forx ranging from40 to
200 m and k0 = 222.56 m3. From this figure, we conclude
that the optimal transmission range goes from4.78686 to
4.80901 m while x is changed from40 to 200 m. This again
suggests that, for a moderately largex, optimal transmission
range is quite insensitive to the values of network radius,x.
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Fig. 3. Optimal transmission range of high density networks(path loss
exponentω = 3).

III. A NALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

Analytically evaluated distance-energy efficiency and simu-
lation results for its verification are summarized in this section.
Quantitiesk1 andk2 + Er are assumed to be6.6319 × 10−5

and1.476× 10−2, respectively, unless specified otherwise.5

A. Analytical Results
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Fig. 4. Distance-energy efficiency (ω = 2).

Figure 4 compares the analytically obtained first-hop
distance-energy efficiencies calculated by (13) for different
node densities. The network coverage area is assumed to be
a circle with radius 100 meters (i.e.,x = 100). The path loss
exponentω is assumed to be2. Node density varies from
0.005 to 0.04, which corresponds to157 to 1256 nodes on an
average in a circle with radius 100 meters.

It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the first-hop distance-
energy efficiency improves initially for smallr, and then
degrades afterr exceeds a certain value. Figure 4 also shows
that the distance-energy efficiency in a network with higher
node density is higher. The explanation of this result is that the
probability of finding relay nodes closer to the final destination
is higher when there are more nodes in the network. Thus, each
hop makes more progress toward the final destination, thereby
improving the distance-energy efficiency.

Additionally, we observe from Fig. 4 that the optimal
transmission range (r∗) changes for different node densities.
When the node density is0.005, the optimal transmission
range is around25 meters. It reduces to17 meters whenρ
reaches0.04. Such a decrease inr∗ with an increasingρ is
due to the increase in relative first-hop progress with respect to
the radio transmission range; therefore, a smaller transmission
range achieves better energy efficiency whenρ is larger. Note
that this observation regardingr∗ agrees with that found in
[11] under a strong assumption that a source node can always
find a neighbor at the required location to forward its data

5These parameters are chosen the same as in [11] for the purpose of
comparison. Systems with different types of hardware will generally lead
to different set of optimum transmission ranges, as shown inFig. 10.
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packet, which is valid only in networks with very high node
density. Our analysis, however, shows that the same conclusion
is reached for networks with low to medium node density.
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Fig. 5. Distance-energy efficiency (ω = 4).

Figure 5 compares the analytical first-hop energy-distance
efficiencies for different node densities for a larger path loss
exponentω = 4. It shows that, whenω = 4, the optimum
transmission range remains around 3 meters for all node
densitiesρ lying between0.005 and0.04. Therefore, the node
density has little effect on the optimal transmission radius
when signals encounter serious attenuation. Notably, due to a
more rapid signal attenuation, this optimal transmission radius
is markedly smaller than17-25 meters obtained atω = 2. This
result confirms that the optimal transmission range can be set
at the system design stage.
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Fig. 6. Distance-energy efficiency for different network radius, x (ω = 2).

Figure 6 compares the analytical results in (13) for different
network radii. The path loss exponentω is assumed to be2 in
this figure. This figure clearly illustrates that the optimaltrans-
mission range decreases asρ grows. The optimal transmission
range,r∗, increases slightly as the network radius,x, increases.

Figure 7 shows this trend more clearly. We can also see from
Fig. 7 that for the same amount of increase inx, the increment
in optimal transmission radius is larger when node densityρ
is smaller. The analytical results from Figs. 6 and 7 clearly
show that the optimal transmission radius is no longer 15 m
for low node density. The optimal transmission radius is close
to 15 m only when the node density is extremely high, e.g.,
ρ = 1.0. Therefore, the results presented in [11] are applicable
only for very high node density networks. Detailed discussion
on simulation results will be presented in Section III-B.
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Fig. 7. Optimal transmission range for different node densities (ω = 2).
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Fig. 8. Optimum transmission range for differentω.

In Fig. 8, we compare the optimal transmission range that
maximizes the distance-energy efficiency,e(r), for different
node densities and path loss exponents. Whenω is 2, a
decrease in optimum transmission range is observed with an
increase in node density. A direct interpretation is that, as ρ
decreases, it is less likely to find a neighbor node to relay
data packets efficiently toward the final destinations; thus, the
optimum transmission range increases asρ decreases. This
interpretation, however, is not applicable to other valuesof ω.
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For instance, whenω = 4, the optimum transmission range
remains relatively flat for different node densities. This can be
explained with the prohibitively high energy consumption of
increasing the transmission range when path loss exponent is
high. When path loss exponentω lies between2 and 4, the
trend ofr∗ as a function ofρ becomes less predictable, which
is due to the combined effects of the two factors discussed
above.

We can view the curves in Fig. 8 in the context of number
of neighbors,m, seen by the sender. For a fixed transmitted
power, both the node density and the path loss exponent
have similar effects onm. In fact, m increases linearly with
node density; it increases exponentially as path loss exponent
decreases. When the path loss exponent is small (such as 2)
and node density increases, the optimum transmission range
is shifted to a smaller value as more neighbors are seen. Asω
increases, the benefit of increasingr to increasem diminishes.

B. Simulation Results

Simulations (programs written in C language) have been
performed to verify our analytical results. In our simulations,
the network nodes are distributed in a circular region according
to a two-dimensional Poisson distribution. The circle is cen-
tered at(0, 0) with radiusx ranging from50 to 150 meters.
The source node is fixed at(0, 0), while destination nodes
are randomly chosen in the circle. The source node transmits
packets to the selected destination node in accordance with
our transmission strategy. We measured the average first-
hop distance-energy efficiency of each pair of source and
destination. All the results presented are the average of 500
runs, each of which selects 100 destinations randomly.
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Fig. 9. Distance-energy efficiency forρ = 0.02 andω = 2.

In Fig. 9, we compare numerical results on first-hop
distance-energy efficiency with the simulation results under
the conditions ofρ = 0.02 and ω = 2. The simulation
results of first-hop distance-energy efficiency match with our
numerical results quite well. As shown in this figure, the
optimal transmission range that maximizes first-hop distance-
energy efficiency is about18 meters. As indicated in Fig. 9,

the value ofx only mildly affects the first-hop distance-energy
efficiency in the ranges ofr that we have simulated.

In addition, we simulated the overall distance-energy ef-
ficiency (not just the first-hop, but the entire path from the
originating source node to the final destination). As illustrated
in Fig. 9, the first-hop distance-energy efficiency and the
overall distance-energy efficiency are approximately the same
when r is small. Their difference is more noticeable when
r becomes larger. The first-hop distance-energy efficiency is
slightly larger than the overall distance-energy efficiency. This
is anticipated as the last hop is usually not as efficient as all
other hops.6 In general, a largerx results in a little higher
overall distance-energy efficiency. Such a slight difference
could be due to the increase in the number of hops for a
largerx. From our simulations, the average number of hops for
packets to reach the final destination is larger for a largerx; so
the influence of the small last hop progress is less significant.

We present several other simulation results in Figs. 10
and 11. We use Fig. 10 to demonstrate the effect of energy
consumption characteristics on the distance-energy efficiency
and optimal transmission range. In Fig. 10, the value ofk1

is chosen as20 × 6.6319 × 10−5 = 1.3264 × 10−3. Such a
large k1 represents transceiver hardwares that use relatively
larger portion of energy for packet transmission. As shown in
Fig. 10, the peak of the distance-energy efficiency shifts to
lower range ofr whenk1 is larger. The optimal transmission
range becomes roughly4 for such ak1 value.

In Fig. 11, we show the simulation results and numerical
results forω = 4. With a higher path loss exponent, the energy
consumption of each hop increases quickly asr increases.
Therefore, the benefit of increasing the transmission range
diminishes quickly. Based on Fig. 11, the optimal transmission
range is around3. The similarity in shape in Figs. 10 and
11 implies that an increase of either the transmission energy
consumption characteristics,k1, or path loss exponent,ω, has
similar effects on the distance-energy efficiency and optimal
transmission range.

IV. A N EXTENDED TRANSMISSION STRATEGY

Although the probability of no forwarding neighbors is
fairly small whenρπr2 is moderately large,7 its occurrence can
still disconnect the link between the source and the destination
nodes. In order to account for the relatively rare situation
that forwarding neighbors may not exist, we have simulated
an extended transmission strategy, which allows the network
nodes to increase their initially pre-set transmission range until
an appropriate forwarding neighbor is found. The extended
transmission strategy is the same as our original transmission
strategy in Section II-A except rule (iii):

(iii’) When a node cannot find a forwarding node using the
pre-set transmission radius based on rule (ii), it increases

6Based on a uniform selection of traffic destinations, the expected value of
the last hop progress is approximatelyr/2, which is smaller than the average
hop progress when an adequate number of nodes are present.

7It can be shown that this probability is upper bounded by
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N(ρ)
, where N(ρ) = ρπr2 is the average number of nodes

within transmission ranger.
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Fig. 10. Distance-energy efficiency forρ = 0.02 and ω = 2, k1 in this
figure is 20 times the value in all other figures (i.e.,k1 = 1.3264 × 10−3).
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Fig. 11. Distance-energy efficiency forρ = 0.02 andω = 4.

its transmission radius until such a forwarding node
appears.

It is interesting to evaluate the distance-energy efficiency of
the extended transmission strategy for the first-hop as wellas
for the entire path. The simulation results are summarized in
Fig. 12. The node densityρ is 0.02 and the path loss exponent
ω is 2. It can be observed that the extended transmission
strategy and the original transmission strategy perform almost
the same in terms of energy-distance efficiency when the
transmission radius is large. This is an anticipated resultsince
the probability of no forwarding neighbors is negligibly small
for a large transmission radius. When the transmission radius is
small, however, the distance-energy efficiency of the extended
transmission strategy becomes markedly better than that ofthe
original transmission strategy because the actual transmission
range is increased more frequently as no forwarding neighbor
exists. Nevertheless, the optimal transmission ranges, aswell
as the resulting maximum distance-energy efficiencies, are
almost identical for both original and extended transmission
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Fig. 12. Distance-energy efficiency forρ = 0.02 and ω = 2. The
sub-figure below depicts the probability of no relay neighbor in the range
of transmission radius. This probability is calculated asEV [P0(v, r)] =
R x
r

e−ρASD(v,r)(2v/x2)dv [18]. The optimal transmission radii respectively
for first-hop, first-hop (mod), overall, overall (mod) are 16, 16, 18, and 18,
which result in the energy-efficiencies of 381, 376, 353, and352, respectively.

strategies. We therefore conclude that the energy-economic
radius derived in this paper, when used in a static manner,
is a reasonable approach for the design of energy efficient
wireless ad hoc networks.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The radio transmission range as a system parameter affects
the energy consumption economy of wireless ad hoc networks.
On the one hand, a large transmission range increases the ex-
pected progress of a data packet toward its final destinationat
the expense of a higher energy consumption per transmission.
On the other hand, a short transmission range consumes less
per-transmission energy, but requires a larger number of hops
for a data packet to reach its destination.

Based on the underlying device energy consumption model
and a two-dimensional Poisson node distribution, we have pro-
posed an analytical model to investigate the optimal value of
the radio transmission range. The optimal transmission range
for a location-aware transmission strategy is then determined.
Our analysis shows that the optimum transmission radius is
influenced more by the node density than the network coverage
area. It is observed that when the path loss exponent is four,
the optimal transmission ranges are almost identical over the
range of node densities we studied. However, the optimal
transmission range decreases noticeably as the node density
increases when the path loss exponent is only two. Our results
can be used to determine suitable radio transmission power for
wireless ad hoc networks or wireless sensor networks in the
pre-deployment phase.

Compared with other methods that also assume network
nodes having adjustable transmission power (and thus trans-
mission range) [5], our technique will not lead to uni-
directional links and requires little maintenance once the
common optimal transmission power is identified. This ensures
the practicality of our technique. The examination of the
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connectivity-guaranteed transmission strategy that allows a
sender to extend its transmission range to force the appearance
of a forwarding node, further confirms the applicability of our
analysis.

In determining the distance-energy efficiency, this work
assumed that the transmission powerEt(r) is an increasing
function of transmission ranger, and is given byk1r

ω + k2

[11]. However, in some systems, the same transmission power
may result in differenteffectivetransmission ranges due to
the use of different code punctuation or modulation schemes.
An example is the implementation of IEEE 802.11a, where
data rates of 1 Mbps and 54 Mbps result in quite different
effectivetransmission ranges even with the same transmission
power. Therefore, a node can effectively increase its trans-
mission range by reducing the data rate without changing
its transmission power, contrary to fixing the data rate and
adapting the transmission range by dynamically adjusting the
transmission power. It would be interesting to consider such a
data-rate adaptive possibility to conserve energy. Furthermore,
the interference among multiple traffic flows may affect the
transmission range optimization by introducing packet colli-
sions and retransmissions. We leave it as our future work.
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